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Cuckoo Clock Hospital
7452 Spring Village Drive  Apt  218

Springfi eld VA  22150

703-256-2684
lloyd.lehn@verizon.net

What’s Inside
 2 - Map of Greenspring Campus
 3 - Summary
 4 - Parking Rules
 5 - Map of Visitor Parking Spaces
 6 - Walking from Hunters Crossing to Lehns
 7 - 9 Macro Maps - Getting to Greenspring 

PLEASE REMEMBER
When you are on the Greenspring Campus,

 you are visiting:
THE LEHNS 

in
OAK HILL  Apt 218

703-256-2684

NOT
The Cuckoo Clock Hospital
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GREENSPRING OVERVIEW 2

7430

7452
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Summary
Before you leave home

- Bring no more than two people. They should be at least 12 years old.
- Put your clock in a box that can be loaded onto a two wheeled cart to carry it through the 

hallways
- Be prepared to walk 250 or more yards - one way - with your clock.
- Bring your CELL PHONE so you can contact me or ask the desk at the main buildings to 

call me so I can come get you.  

When you get to the Greenspring Campus

- Get a Visitor Parking Pass from the Guard House
- Follow a map/signs and try to park in front of Hunters Crossing Bld 7430. It is the closest 

VISITORS parking to our apartment. If that doesn’t work park at the large lot labeled “W,V” on the 
parking lot map.

- Park only in visitor parking places - green lines on pavement.
- DO NOT park in RESERVED parking places
- Be sure and sign in at the desk of a main building when you arrive. 
- Then walk to our apartment.

If  you have problems call me and let’s try to fi gure out solutions. 

 We live in 7452 - OAK HILL - Apt 218 in the lower left  hand corner of the map.  

 NOTE: THERE IS NO VISITOR PARKING NEAR OH-218 SO DO NOT DRIVE 
THERE.  

 Th e fi rst thing you will encounter when you arrive here is the Guard House
 Th e guard will take down your name, your license plate number and ask you where 
you are going.  
 Th e correct answer is:  

VISITING LLOYD LEHN IN 
OAK HILL APARTMENT 218

Plan to park at Hunters Crossing

 Th e guard will give you a visitor’s parking pass to put on your dashboard.  It has a 
map on the back for you to follow. Try to park in front of Bld 7430 -Hunters Crossing.
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PARKING

WHERE NOT TO PARK

Most of the parking spaces in Greenspring are reserved for residents: 
1) Residents pay a monthly fee to reserve a specifi c parking space.  These spaces are 

clearly marked with a RED STRIPE on the pavement and sign on the curb that says RE-
SERVED.  

DO NOT PARK in any of these spaces.  If the owner fi nds your car in his space he will 
call security and let them do their thing. 

2) Many parking lots are reserved for residents. Most spots are RESERVED but a few of 
them are open to any resident.    

WHERE CAN YOU PARK?

There are a reasonable number of parking lots which have VISITOR parking spaces.   
The map on the next page shows these visitor parking areas with a white box around 

them.  Not all the spaces in those lots are visitor spaces.  Use the ones that are. They are 
usually grouped together in part of a residents’ lot. Most but not all visitor spaces have 
green pavement markings. 

WHERE SHOULD YOU PARK?

As Cuckoo Clock Hospital customer, you will probably be interested in only three of 
these areas:

Best Solution: This probably should work 90% of the time. Park in the visitors parking 
area in front of 7430 (Hunters Crossing - HC). After you park,  walk into HC with your clock 
in the box. Sign in and walk to our apartment. See map on page 6.

If Necessary: park in the large lot multi-story lot shown as WV.  It is for Greenspring 
staff and visitors.  If you park there, call me and I will come and get you (walk or drive) and 
arrange for you to sign in at HC or TC. This will work 99% of the time. 

Last Resort: if that doesn’t work, park in one of the two parking areas in front of Town 
Center (TC). Once you are there you, go into TC. Sign in and call me.  I will come and get 
you with my car.  I can carry on two people and me.  This will work 75% of the time. 
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GREENSPRING VISITOR PARKING SPACES
USE VISITOR SPACES IN WHITE BLOCKS ON MAP

BEST ANSWER - HC - walk
If Necessary - W,V LOT - walk or drive

LAST RESORT - TC or G - drive 
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Walking from Hunters Crossing to Oak Hill 218 6

Cuckoo
Clock

Hospital

7430

7452
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PART TWO

PURPOSE:
 Provide an idea of where Greenspring is located and some idea of how 
to get there.

 The following map shows the greater Springfi eld area and its 
relationship to the I 495 Beltway and the I 95 highway to Richmond.
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This map shows more detail.  
Whether  coming from the north or the south, the key roads to be 

aware of are: 
Old Keene Mill Rd, 
Backlick Road, 
Franconia-Springfi eld Parkway, and 
Spring Village Drive. 

Spring Village Drive is the fi rst right turn after entering the west 
bound Franconia-Springfi eld Parkway from Backlick.  After turning on to 
SVD just keep driving straight ahead.  There is one stop sign before you 

get to the Greenspring Guard House. 
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